
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
The golf season is well under way and now is the time to be

using good public relations and communication skills with your
members or with the golfers at your course. These next three
or four months provide the highest demand on our abilities to
explain, promote, encourage, discourage, relate, or in short
communicate the events that take place in order to provide the
best golf turf possible. We should all strive to improve these
skills in order to provide a smooth and successful golfmg season.
What about the employees that work directly under you? How
are you doing in the area of communication with these people?
A superintendent is only going to be successful if the lines of
communication are open between he and his staff. Listen to what
your staff tells you with an attentive ear. Some of the best ideas •
at the Grounds Department at Riverside Golf Club have come
from members of my own crew.

What about public relations? This is the time when we can
and should be as visible to the players as possible. This means
having conversation with them on the course, in the grill, or
in the Pro Shop. Speaking of the Pro Shop, how well do you
communicate with this person? Remember, he sees almost every
golfer that plays your course, and that means he can be an ex-
cellent vehicle of communication to them for you. What about
the Manager? Certainly the same case holds true for this depart-
ment head as well. His support for your operation can be very
important and his lines of communication to the members or
golfers are as many and varied as that of the Golf Pro. Good
working relations between department heads is crucial to a suc-
cessful golf season, not only for you but for the golfers as well.

One last thing I would like to mention. I remember back a
few years ago when Bob Williams gave a talk at a Midwest
Clinic in which he advised us all not to forget to "stop and smell
the roses". We tend to be a very intense group during the
season, often by necessity' concentrating so strongly on our jobs
that we may overlook the fact that it is summer and we too have
a right to enjoy that time of year with our family and friends.
So this year, when work at the course seems in a whirlwind,
try taking some of Bob's advice before the roses fade and sum-
mer passes you by!
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MAGCS Directors Column

What's in Store for '84
by Julius Albaugh, Supt.

Westmoreland Country Club

Recently, while reviewing weather data from the Spring of
1983, I ran across some not so welcome similarities. Another
cold, miserable spring; if one can call it spring at all. We have
had but one different twist, which occurred on April 29th and
30th with 24 hours of 45 to 60 mile per hour winds - which
resulted in a repeat of our just finished spring clean up. What
a wonderful way to start a season, another two weeks behind
schedule. Sometimes we forget, often we are all in the same
boat. What bothers me is are we headed for a repeat of 1983?

In this modern world of today, with our advanced technology
in weather forecasting and all, many of the old sayings or predic-
tions on forecasting weather have been lost. After all, they have
no scientific backing. But, is it only because of coincidence that
makes some of them come true? Let us review some I have heard
recently.

A late Easter, a late Spring. This year has certainly verified
that statement. Hopefully, the late Easter is the reason for our
cold spring. I would like to hope the similarity thus far to 1983
stops there.

When the Poa aonua seed production is unusually heavy, look
out for an unusually hot summer? I first heard this one last June;
it had come from an "oldtimer" in our Golf Course Superinten-
dent's ranks. We had just had a bumper crop of Poa annua
seed, but yet my feeling at the time was, "How could a Poa
plant know anything?" To me the Summer of '83 placed some
merit to that tale. We should look to see what the 1984 Poa
annua seed crop is trying to tell us.

Hot summers run in three year cycles. I've heard this one
from several sources lately. The sources point to our last real
hot spell, the mid-1950's, three record breaking heat and
drought years in a row. This one concerns me; I've heard it
from several sources, non-related. It makes me wonder, could
it happen again? If it happens again, would we be better prepared
than last year?

In some ways it is doubtful if we are better prepared than
last year. As we look at the problem areas of 1983, especially
those that were renovated after mid-September, we still see a
potential problem. In many cases the turf is still thin, and
recovery is not to the point we would like to see. The traffic
areas that suffered last year to turfgrass wear and compaction
still have not recovered. In fact, the early season traffic is start-
ing many of these areas on a downhill slide in early May. By
contract, the problem areas of 1983 that were renovated prior
to September 15th show new vigor, are well healed, and have
an excellent stand of desirable turf. Early renovation seems to
have been the key. We must take advantage of the warm soil
and early fall growing conditions for better seedling
establishment.

Over all, we have learned by the experience of 1983. A repeat,
although dreadful, will be handled differently. Many have been
able to increase their budgets to provide more labor and
materials to combat the extremes. Several have improved ir-
rigation systems by renozzling to correct problems that
developed last year due to uneven coverage. Others have been
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successful in acquiring new equipment to change their fairway
mowing techniques. One of the factors that stood out in 1983
was the use of lighter equipment and clipping removal on fair-
way turf. We have used the experience of an extreme year to
our advantage.

As for forecasting the future weather conditions, it remains
to be anyone's guess. The old predictions observed from nature
or past experiences sometimes are more accurate than the
modern day scientific 5, 10, 30 or 90 day forecast. They are
interesting to note and follow at times and to be compared to
today's satellite forecasting. But regardless of whether we know
what the future holds in store, we must take our weather con-
ditions as they develop; it is one thing over which we have no
control. We can only continue to learn and improve our
maintenance techniques to better cope with what nature deals
us. So don't sell the farm yet, the old predictions have no scien-
tific backing. Just take note of the 1984 Poa annua seed crop.

A Letter From "Herb Graffis"
Dear Roger,

You and your teammates have really thrilled the lead out of
my dead fanny and put spring in my heart with the Honorary
Membership.

My warmest gratitude to you all. And to think that my brother
Joe and I were in when the Midwest was being born and had
the honor and worry of participating in the work of the Midwest
fellows who were modest, even virtually anonymous pioneers
in the immense and comprehension of fine turf development
that eventually qualified all of us in the game's Green Section
to make the boast no other sport can make "Golf Keeps America
Beautiful. "

No other working group in sports has contributed nearly as
much to the environmental, social, and economic national pro-
gress as the fellows in charge of golf courses and the col-
laborators in their work. And for you all to remind me that Joe
and I have been members of your team when you were starting
really thrills the hell out of me and at my time of life, I rarely
am thrilled.

I can remember playing golf at Riverside with that most amus-
ing of all sports writers, Ring Lardner. I think Bob Lessley,
a pioneer in bent grass nursery business around Chicago, also
was a member there as were other fond pals of mine.

I continue to be very much interested in the "Bull Sheet".
It maintains the high and helpful standard Ray Gerber set. As
my sight is bad I have the "Bull Sheet" read to me. It gives
me a bright close-up on what's going on. That story of the
superintendent telling of his pride in a fine small course and
sharing the headaches and joys of stretching the budget with
the greenchairman of the great sort, a club is lucky to get.

I miss the older members and I'm mighty proud to have
known them and sa\\, them make courses in the Chicago area
so beautiful. The old boys who were at Sunset ~idge, Glen Oak,
Knollwood are gone but their successors continue to make
America beautiful and the golfers happy and first rate.

Again my thanks to you all.
Herb Grams
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GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS

KILLIAN
DESIGN GROUP INCORPORATED

LEGACY INTERNATIONAL
ASA Spray Adjuvant

(Agricultural Spray Adjuvant)
ASA is biodegradable and it's Iow-sudsing. It is a
water-based wetting agent that aids penetration pro-
perties of water and. other liquids. Works well on
farms, golf courses, gardens, greenhouses or land-
scaping business. Meets all FEDERAL regulations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (312) 351-3175

May & June Special: 55 gallons for $500.00

HAMMER NURSERY INC.
312-832-4000

MARK W. KROEGER NAPERVillE, Il

"Golf Course Work a Specialty"

LEMONT PAVING CO.
Lemont, IL 60439

Jim, Tracy, Ray Murphy

Vertical Mowing of Fairways for
Improvement or Renovation

by Bruce R. Williams
Bob O'Link G.C .

Vertical mowing is a cultivation procedure involving the use
of vertically oriented knives mounted on a rapidly rotating
horizontal shaft. Vertical mowing may be done alone or in com-
bination with a slit seeding program.

Thatch populations can be greatly reduced through vertical
mowing and should be a standard practice when thatch ac-
cumulations reach a depth of .6 inch or greater. Thatch removal
should be accomplished when (1) the turfgrass growth is
vigorous, (2) atmospheric stress is minimal, and (3) a sufficient
period of growing conditions exists for recovery of the turf.
Avoid periods when weed invasion is likely i.e. during Poa an-
nna seedhead formation. Soil and thatch should be dry when
vertical mowing is practiced. This minimizes the disruption of
the turf and facilitates cultivation of the soil from vertical
mowing.

Now that I have mentioned the physical aspects of vertical
mowing, I feel it is important to look at the subject of thatch
which is the main target for vertical mowing. Dr. Shearman
of the U. of Nebraska listed the disadvantages of thatch when
found in excessive amounts greater than 112 inch.

1. increased turfgrass environmental stres
2. reduced turfgrass tolerance to heat, cold, and drought
3. increased disease incidence
4. increased insect activity
5. increased puffiness, scalping, footprinting, and spiking
6. increased proneness to localized dry spots
7. increased susceptibility to iron chlorosis
8. reduced activity of certain pesticides
9. increased phytotoxicity of certain pesticides

This list shows us that if thatch is a problem on your fair-
ways, vertical mowing should be a part of your cultural pro-
gram. For a number of years, the Superintendents used con-
verted agricultural equipment to slice grooves in their fairways.
In recent years equipment has been manufactured that verti-
cally cuts the turf and can be set at the desired depth. The most
widely used piece of equipment is the Rogers Aero-Blade.
Several mower manufacturers now have vertical cutting units
that are interchangeable with their gang reels.

The greatest problem with vertical mowing of fairways is the
large amount of debris you must contend with when the dead
vegetative matter is removed. If the amount of debris is slight,
it can be mowed off or blown into the rough. If the amount
of debris is considerable then the normal procedure would be
to blow the material to the center of the fairway for manual
pickup. Several sweepers or vacuums are available to help make
the job easier.

With a summer like 1983, many Supts. were busy this fall
renovating their fairways. While some used a broadcast seeding
after aerification, many used a drill seeder in combination with
a vertical mower. The use of Glyphosate with a slit seeding pro-
gram is commonplace today. The main principle with slit
seeding is that seed is placed in a groove. Less seed is used
than with broadcasting while results are often comparable or
superior.
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Rowland's Equipment, Inc.
Barrington, IL 312/381-1084

Professional Turf Specialties, Inc.
Champaign, IL 217/352-0591

Paarlberg Chemicals Co.
South Holland, IL 312/474-3086

Olsen Distributing Co.
Barrington, IL 312/381-9333

Territory Manager
Cliff Belden
Elgin, IL 312/697-IBDU

Turf Products Ltd.
West Chicago. IL 312/668-5537

Call Ken Ouandt or
Avery Harris for a
demonstration

ISDU@(31 -0.0) and PAR EX@
fertilizers with ISDU are custom

formulated for high maintenance. high
quality turfgrass. Check with your
local PAR EX territory manager or

distributor for other available grades.

5 GANG MOWER
WITH ROSEMAN

HYDRAULICALL Y
DRIVEN REELSFEATURES:

Full floating reels that foJ/ow every
contour.

Reversible reels for back lapping on
machine.

6 or 8 blade reels.
Dual tires.
Adjustable clip ratio.
Large baskets.
Venticut units available.
Fuel efficient Yanmar 27.5 h.p. water

cooled diesel engine.
Power steering.

Rowland Equipment, Inc.
200 West Northwest Highway/Barrington, IL 600 1a
(312) 381-1084

THE HOWARD PRICE

727•

,
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fOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR OR CON1ACl

The dawn of a better technology.
FLOWABLE.

Using Turfgrass Growth Retardants
by David J. Wehner, Ph.D.

U. of I.
Textbooks on turfgrass management define turf as a cover-

ing of mowed vegetation, usually a turfgrass, growing intimately •
with an upper soil stratum of intermingled roots and stems. The
most important element of this definition is the fact that the turf
is mowed. There are no other plants that can withstand repeated
mowing at low heights of cut. Because we mow turf so often,
mowing is easily the largest part of the maintenance budget and
the thought of reducing the amount of mowing through the use
of growth retardants is quite appealing. I want to present you
with information that will help you make the decision as to
whether or not you should be using a turfgrass growth retar-
dant. I will address the questions of what growth retardants are,
where they can be used, and how to use them.

Growth retardants are a subgroup of a class of chemicals
called growth regulators. Growth regulators are naturally oc-
curing or man-made substances that control the growth of plants.
Many people use the term plant hormones interchangeably with
the term growth regulators. Examples of growth regulators are
gibberellins, auxins, and cytokinins. These three chemicals
regular various aspects of plant growth such as seed germina-
tion, rooting, and cell division. The herbicide 2,4-D can in-
fluence plants in a similar manner as does indole acetic acid
which is a naturally occuring auxin. Growth retardants, as the
name implies, cause the growth of the turfgrass plant to be
restricted and thus, reduce the need for mowing.

The main growth retardants that have been used on turfgrass
stands are maleic hydrazide (MH) (sold as MH-30 or Maintain •
3), chlorflurenol (sold as Maintain CF125) and me fluid ide (sold .
as Embark). In addition, a mixture of maleic hydrazide and
chlorflurenol was sold as Po-San by Mallinckrodt. Eli Lilly,
Monsanto, and Imperial Chemical Industries are experimenting
with growth retardants and may be releasing compounds in the
next few years. Maleic hydrazide was the first retardant to gain
commerical acceptance and has been joined and in many cases
replaced by mefluidide. Research has shown that mefluidide is
more effective than MH in retarding growth but that in some
cases the appearance of the stand is more adversely affected.
The experimental materials appear to be better than mefluidide
and MH in both their effectiveness and in how they influence
stand appearance .

An understanding of the nature of turfgrass growth will im-
mediately allow one to decide if he has areas on which a turf-
grass growth retardant can be used. A turfgrass stand is a
dynamic community of plants in that there is continual death
of existing tillers and replacement by new tillers. On a given
plant, there is replacement of old leaves by new leaves, and
growth of rhizomes, stolons, and roots. The overall health of
the plant is a direct reflection of its ability to grow.

Recovery from diseases, insect damage, wear, and stress in-
jury is dependent on growth. Right away, you can think of areas
where a growth retardant can not be used. Athletic fields, put-
ting greens, golf course fairways, home lawns, areas that receive ~
foot traffic, and high visibility areas such as those in front of .'
corporate headquarters should not be treated with growth retar-
dants. Areas that could be treated with growth retardants in-
clude roadsides, embankments and areas difficult to mow, and

CUSTOM BLENDING OF BULK FERTILIZERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Pickup or Delivered from our Bulk Fertilizer Plsnt
Custom Fertilizer Spreading Available

:i
~.LAKE COOK

== FARM
~ SUPPLY

Landscapers I Nurserymen I Golf Courses
• Turf and Agricultural Chemicals
• Common and Elite Turf Grass Seed
• Union Fork Tools
• Peat Moss - Bark - Mulches
• Root Lowell Sprayers
• Shaws and F.S. Fertilizers

DISTRIBUTORS OF F.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

GASOLINE. LUBE OIL. DIESELFUEL

~ LAKE COOKFARM SUPPLY
PETROLEUM TURF BULK FERTILIZER

DIVISION DIVISION PLANT
101 E. MAIN ST. 1000 EXECUTIVE WAY 170 CEDAR AVE.

LAKE ZURICH, IL 60047 DES PLAINES, IL 60018 LAKE VILLA, IL 60046

540-0100 824-6665 356-9600

The Very First Systemic in
FLOWABLE Form

CLEARY'S
3336-F Fungicide

~
..- ~ClEARY OBIICA..

,.1.~ I r:o~pO~J\TION

1049 Somerset St. Somerset. N.J 08873 (201) 247-8000

Cleary's 3336 Systemic Fungicide has earned your confidence in
the prevention and control of dollar spot and 6 otller maJor
diseases Today W.A. Cleary announces the development of
3336-F. the first systemic In f10wable form. Flowabies arc simpler
and safer for the user to handle. Need litlle agitation Will not clog
spray nOlzles Offer a uniform particle distribution for excellent
availability to the plant. Cleary's new ~336-F FLOWABLE.
Now available at application cost less than systemic wettable
powders

WHOLESALE
SUPPLIER for
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TERSAN@ 1991 +Daconil 2787
Put the proven performers together for even better

control of brown patch, dollar spot and other
serious diseases.

Tank mixing brings other advantages,
too.With TERSAN 1991in your tank, you get
systemic action for protection from within
the turf plant. Disease control is longer-
lasting and is less affected by rainfall or
frequent irrigation. Tank mixing fungi-
cides with different modes of action also
reduces chances of benzimidazole resis-
tance. You help insure the long-term effec-
tiveness of TERSAN 1991 in your disease
control program.

This year. plan on using TERSAN 1991 in
combination with Oaconil 2787. It's the
tank mix turf diseases can't match.

•

•

TERSAN@ 1991 fungicide and Daconil
2787* fungicide are two of the most effec-
tivedisease control products on the market.
And now, these proven broad-spectrum
fungicides are labeled for tank mixing.
Together, they give you even better control
of major turf diseases than either product
used alone. You get improved control. yet
without the problem ofphytotoxicity com-
mon with some tank mixes.

A TERSAN 1991/Daconil2787 tank mix
will give you consistent performance
against brown patch and dollar spot-the
two most troublesome diseases on turf
each summer. You'llalso get strong action
on leaf spot and other important diseases.
It's the kind of performance superinten-
dents depend on when a quality course
can't be compromised.

.Daconll 2787 Is a registered trademark of Diamond
Shamrock Corporation.
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GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION
SALES CO.

Div. of Halloran & Yauch, Inc.
2040 Lehigh Ave .• Glenview, IL 60025

BROOKSIDE SOIL TESTING
and

IRRIGATION WATER ANALYSIS

CUSTOM PUMP HOUSE
CONSTRUCTION & REMODELINGI

IRRIGATION INSTALLATION
& REMODELINGI

GOLF COURSE DRAINAGE SYSTEMSI

Call Us For Your Golf
Course Irrigation Needs!

includes complete report, and recommendations for
producing quality turf on golf courses.

ADVANTAGES:
• Improve the environment of the grasses and

eliminate turf diseases
• Decrease the money spent on pestiCides
• Reduce thatch and eliminate fairway renovation
• Less money needed for high cost fertilizer
• Healthy turf attracts more golfers and increases

income

(312) 729-1625

Contact:
V. J. Zolman

2618 Harvey Avenue
Berwyn, Illinois 60402

Phone: (312) - 788-4565

Southern golf course superintendents have
known for yelrs thai the MoU's versatility went
beyond mowing. Now It's your turn.

Call us for a demonstration I

, Martin Implement Sale., Inc.
16400 South 104th Avenue
Orland Park, IL 60462

I 312-349-8430

(312) 259-5827
(312) 359-6427
(312) 537-1770 (SHOP)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL

'l)
DARRELL KOELPER

Comf.!.ltfe
Golf Course,

'Co'lstructiol1

DEL KOELPER

• •Mott Flail Mowers .
• Renovating.
• De-thatching.
• Plug breaking.
• Mowing.
• Leaf Mulching.
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(Growth Retardants Cont'd.)
low maintenance areas around industrial complexes. Both lists
may change as new materials become available.

Two special uses of growth retardants are currently being in-
vestigated by researches at several universities. This is the use
of mefluidide to suppress seedhead production on annual
bluegrass and application of growth retardants to help reduce
plant water use. By preventing annual bluegrass from forming
seedheads, additional food that would be normally used to pro-
duce seed is available for root growth. Research at Ohio State
has shown that the root system of annual bluegrass declines
sharply as seedheads are formed in early summer. Researchers
in Nebraska and Texas have reported lower evapotranspiration
rates for turf treated with growth retardants. This is related to
the reduced growth rate and the concommitant decrease in the
need for water.

Let's say that you have an area that might be suitable for treat-
ment with growth retardants. There are some things to consider
regarding their use. The first and foremost suggestion I have
is that, after you have read the pesticide label, experiment by
treating a small area so that you know what to expect. I could
show many charts and tables from research projects across the
country where the color, density, and quality of turfs treated
with retardants has been evaluated but they would not convey
the picture of what turf looks like after it has been treated with
a growth retardant. Only in the case of areas that are extremely
difficult or dangerous to mow, would I recommend using a retar-
dant without first experimenting. The turf, quite simply, has
a different appearance. If you have gotten along without growth
retardants up to now, then there is no reason to rush into the
use of these materials. A conservation approach is the best ap-
proach with retardants.

The remaining considerations will apply specifically to
mefluidide since it is the main commercial product used to retard
turfgrass growth. Mefluidide must be applied to green vegetation
meaning that the first spray is made in early spring after the
grass has started growing. The material should be applied with
an accurately calibrated sprayer to avoid uneven appearance
from either over and under application of material. If there are
any weeds present, a broadleaf herbicide should be included
in the tank mix. Mefluidide selectively inhibits the growth of
the grass so that without the inclusion of a herbicide, you will
end up with giant weeds. The treated area can be mowed one
week after treatment to improve the uniformity of the stand.
Mefluidide will retard the growth of the plants for four to eight
weeks depending on the weather with less retardation during
wet years. After the material wears off, there will be a post
inhibition stimulation of grass growth which is a burst of growth
followed by a resumption of the normal growth rate.

Researchers at the University of Maryland have applied
mefluidide to a mixed Kentucky bluegrass-red fescue stand two
times per year for four consecutive years. They reported a
serious problem with crabgrass encroachment into the treated
turf. They also reported that the turf had an unacceptable ap-
pearance during the summer months. The turfgrass stand did
recuperate, however the year after the applications were discon-
tinued. This would lead to the recommendation that the turf
should not be treated continously with a retardant but should
be allowed to have periods of normal growth.

The use of mefluidide to suppress seedhead formation on an-
(cont'd. pg. 11)
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Excellent for fairway, tees
Catchers available

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION NOW!
OLSEN DISTRIBUTING COHPANY

969 N. Pepper Road
Barrington, Illinois 60010

1-312-381-9333



Fertilize Nature's Way with Milorganite

Golf courses use more Milorganite than any other fertilizer

Milorganite
will put you

in the limelight•
~

Huber Ranch Sod Nursery, Inc.
Route 41, Schneider, Indiana 46376

Complete supplier of all your golf course and landscape needs
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• Milorgarlit
in bag or

• HExecotive
ideal for..

• PenneaQle
• Penncross
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